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Indications
Use to attach monofilament lines to slings, loops, Gyovai finger 
springs and rubber bands. Allows the line to be locked into place 
without using knots. The line cannot slide when tension is applied 
in one direction but length can still be adjusted. Made of aircraft 
quality aluminum.

Instructions For Assembly
1.  Determine the number of lines to use based on the information 

listed below. 

 In general, finger slings have 4 lines, finger loops have 2 lines, 
and Gyovai finger spring’s line is looped back to make 2 lines.  

2.  With the lines together, weave the monofilament line(s) up and 
through the 2 smaller holes in the metal piece. 

3.  Check the locking hold by pulling on the line(s) leading off the 
small hole end of the piece, opposite the big hole end. These 
lines are usually attached to the finger sling/loop, or springs. 

4.  The unattached end of the line extending out from the Line 
Stopper can be cut down. However, this is the line to use if the 
distance to the sling/loop needs to be lengthened.

5.  To adjust the line length, simply push the line(s) toward the Line 
Stopper and lift the line(s) between the 2 small holes, then pull 
the end of the monofilament line(s) leading to or away from the 
attachment sling/loop.

6.  Use the Line Stopper’s big hole to attach rubber bands or elastic 
cord via regular, square knot or slipknot securement.

Line Recommendations — Holes are sized to manage certain size monofilament lines for better locking results.

NC22556 Small Hole Line Stopper – Use with 10-40 lb monofilament line.

 Monofilament Size     Number of lines through the holes   
 10 lb 4x  
 15 lb 2x
 20 lb 2x
 30 lb 1x
 40 lb 1x

NC22557 Large Hole Line Stopper – Use with 20-40 lb monofilament line.

 Monofilament Size     Number of lines through the holes.
 20 lb 2x
 30 lb 1x
 30 lb 2x
 40 lb 1x 
 40 lb 2x

Gyovai line looped back

Finger Loop

Suggested Monofilament Lines

Nylon Outrigger Line
NC12511 10lbs line
NC12511-15 15lbs line
NC12511-20 20lbs line

Gyovai Finger Spring
NC12508 15lbs line

Small Hole

Large Hole

Finger Sling

 

To be used under the guidance of a  
qualified medical professional.


